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Ski Tip
USE ONLY AT YOUR OWN RISK

EQUAL DISTANCE TO SKI EDGE TO FIND CENTER
(overall width)

TOE PIN LINE

TOE HEEL

1/2 BSL LESS PIN TO BOOT TOE

G3 ION-Toe-2014
**Ski Tip**

**ALTERNATIVE FOR LOCATING HEEL:**
1. MOUNT TOE PIECE & PLACE BOOT
2. ADJUST THE HEEL UNIT TO MID-RANGE OR DESIRED POSITION
3. PLACE IT ON THE BOOT
4. SET THE BOOT ON THE SKI IN CORRECT POSITION & MARK POSITION
5. LINE UP PAPER TEMPLATE ACCORDINGLY

---

**BSL=BOOT TOE TO HEEL HARDWARE - MEASURED HORIZONTALLY -**

**G3 ION-Heel-2014**

**1/2 BSL**

**22mm ADJUSTMENT RANGE**

**EQUAL DISTANCE TO SKI EDGE TO FIND CENTER**

**12/9/14**